
          TUESDAY, 05/12/23 

 

R4 VINCENNES [L-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX EUNOMIA - 2700m (a1 11/16m) - Apprentices - Harness - EUR € 

18.000  

 
1. ESTIL D'OSTAL - Has major disqualification issues and can easily be overlooked in this line-
up 

2. FARAMEL DE JADE - Bounced back to winning form last time out and although has it all to 
prove at Vincennes, must be respected 

3. DIRKY EVER - Modest recent form is probably reflective of his chances and is best to ignore 
for now 

4. ESMONDO - Has clearly lost his way in recent weeks and needs to reassure before being 
taken into account 

5. DIVIN DU RENOUARD - Best to forget last run under the saddle. Has leading claims judged 
on penultimate start at Enghien when second 

6. FRANKLIN PARK - Is confirmed in the claiming division and without shoes today, should give 
a good account 

7. DICK DES MALBERAUX - Last good run was under the saddle and is unlikely to attract much 
support in this contest. Look elsewhere 

8. ELIXIR DU RABUTIN - Modest recent form but won his only previous start in a claimer. Has to 
be hugely respected 

9. EASY MAZA - Has done little of note for a long time and looks hard to make a case for on that 
evidence 

10. DOW JONES EMGE - Tough horse who has been given a bit of a break after his good last 
run. Enters calculations 

11. FRAGONARD DELO - Useful trotter who takes a step down in grade and should be able to 
bounce back to winning form 

12. DEGANAWIDAH - Poor recent form is probably reflective of his chance and can easily be 
passed over 

13. FALCO BERRY - Has been mostly disappointing since the start of the year but can bounce 
back anytime at a big price 

14. DERBY DU DOLLAR - Recent form is far from inspiring and is unlikely to spring a surprise at 
the business end 

Summary : FRAGONARD DELO (11) takes a step down in grade and that should be more than 
enough to see him back in the winner's enclosure against these modest opponents. FRANKLIN 
PARK (6) is confirmed in this class of event and runs barefoot which is a positive. ELIXIR DU 
RABUTIN (8) is a winner of his only previous start in a claimer. The in-form FARAMEL DE JADE 
(2) has to be closely monitored. 



          TUESDAY, 05/12/23 

 

SELECTIONS 

FRAGONARD DELO (11) - FRANKLIN PARK (6) - ELIXIR DU RABUTIN (8) - FARAMEL DE 

JADE (2) 



          TUESDAY, 05/12/23 

 

C2 - PRIX DES CAMELIAS - 2700m (a1 11/16m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 

43.000  

 
1. LUMINOUS STAR - Best to forget last sanction as previous form is solid. From an on-form 
stable and cannot be dismissed 

2. LYLOU DES THUYAS - Still a maiden from three starts but not devoid of ability. Has to show 
significant progress to go off the mark though 

3. LISSANDRA JIEL - Smart filly when she can keep her stride in check. Remains hard to fancy 
in a race of this nature 

4. LUNGA DES BROUSSES - Consistently finishes in the money but needs to raise her game to 
win a race of this nature. Outside chance 

5. LAYLA - Not devoid of ability but remains hard to trust and others candidates are preferable 

6. LITTLE STRAWBERRY - Seldom finishes far from the action and was beaten by a hugely 
talented filly last time. Enters calculations 

7. LOTTA BOURBON - Won first two starts and recently beaten in the race of reference. Jean-
Michel Bazire at the helm is worth noting 

8. LIZY JOSSELYN - Lightly-raced but has shown huge potential. Likely to be closely involved at 
the business end 

9. LONG LIFE - Consistent filly who has a solid turn of foot. Has plenty of stamina and warrants 
serious consideration 

10. LITTLE STAR FLEURY - Off the mark two starts ago over shorter. Well held in a Group 3 last 
time out and has work to do 

11. LET ME SHINE GIO - Consistent filly who is effective when padded on hind feet. Expected to 
be at the premises 

Summary : LOTTA BOURBON (7) looked a bit tricky when only 4th in the race of reference 
behind some of these rivals. Entrusted to Jean-Michel Bazire this Tuesday, she can resume 
winning ways. LIZY JOSSELYN (8) has always been held in high esteem and is worth a good 
look in. LET ME SHINE GIO (11) is effective under this shoeing arrangement. LITTLE 
STRAWBERRY (6) is capable of staking a claim. 

SELECTIONS 

LOTTA BOURBON (7) - LIZY JOSSELYN (8) - LET ME SHINE GIO (11) - LITTLE 

STRAWBERRY (6) 



          TUESDAY, 05/12/23 

 

C3 - PRIX PHILIA - 2700m (a1 11/16m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 53.000  

 
1. ILLUSION D'AMOUR - Unlucky last time and would have certainly made the frame had she 
kept her action together. Can be given another chance 

2. IMAGE CHARENTAISE - Last run much better than fifth place ranking suggests. Has ability 
and can be in the mix 

3. ISLA MUJERES - Has a very modest record over today's course & distance and would be a 
surprise winner of this race. Pass over 

4. IDOLE D'OURVILLE - Not devoid of ability but has disqualification issues and others make 
more appeal 

5. ILE AUX MOINES - Has long been out of form and is unlikely to trouble the judge this time 
either. Ignore 

6. IN ACTION - Won well over the course & distance recently and steps up in grade with every 
chance 

7. IDYLLE DU PERSIL - Poor recent form is probably reflective of her chances and is best to 
ignore until improvement is shown 

8. IRIS DES CHAMPS - Posted a very promising run last time out at the venue on come back 
and padded on all four this Tuesday, looks a serious player 

9. INIDILLE - Much preferred in mounted races and can confidently be passed over in this 
contest 

10. ISABELLA FERM - Has done little of note for some time and despite Franck Nivard in the 
kart, is not easy to fancy 

11. IRIS FROM - Good class of a mare who has long been aimed at this race. Runs barefoot and 
has every chance 

12. IDYLLE EXPRESS - Well-entered in this contest and can leave behind her last below-par run. 
Has to be closely monitored 

Summary : IRIS FROM (11) enjoyed a nice warm-up run at Laval last time out and comes in this 
race barefoot. Judged on her best form, she will take a power of beating. IRIS DES CHAMPS (8) 
did not go unnoticed on her comeback run and looks a big danger. IN ACTION (6) won well over 
te course & distance last time out. ILLUSION D'AMOUR (1) was unlucky in her most recent start. 

SELECTIONS 

IRIS FROM (11) - IDYLLE EXPRESS (12) - IRIS DES CHAMPS (8) - IN ACTION (6) 



          TUESDAY, 05/12/23 

 

C4 - PRIX DE CASTELLANE - 2850m (a1 3/4m) - Class - Mounted - EUR € 

52.000  

 
1. FAUST DE BEYLEV - Has been in good form of late and steps up in grade with legitimate 
claims. Each-way chance 

2. HARVEST - Enjoyed a very productive winter last season at Vincennes and is expected to 
bounce back to form sooner rather than later 

3. GIBALDI DE HOUELLE - Surprised second last time in a class D in this code and in similar 
form, will have his chances 

4. FASCINANT - Has been out of form for most of the season and cannot be given any 
consideration on that basis 

5. GAGNANT GEMA - has generally been consistent in this code this season but faces a tough 
assignment in first run at Vincennes 

6. HORATIUS D'ELA - Useful trotter under harness who has yet to prove himself under the 
saddle. Could be the surprise package in this line-up 

7. GROUPE DE POTES - Very useful under the saddle but at lower grade. Not sighted in three 
previous runs at Vincennes 

8. HUGO DU BOURG - Poor recent form under harness is reflective of his chances and is best to 
overlook for now 

9. HAUTBRION COLMI - Has been in excellent form of late in harness races and is back under 
the saddle with every chance 

10. HIPPOMENE QUESNOT - Somewhat reassured in last run under harness after a lean patch 
but needs to raise his game to feature here 

11. FLASH DU BIWETZ - Best to forget last two runs. Effective over the course & distance and 
warrants serious consideration 

Summary : HARVEST (2) is a much better horse than his recent efforts suggest and can bounce 
back to form anytime. He is a tentative choice here ahead of HAUTBRION COLMI (9), who has 
been in great shape ahead of his return in a mounted race. GIBALDI DE HOUELLE (3) boasts 
solid form over the course & distance. FAUST DE BEYLEV (1) is currently enjoying a purple 
patch and steps up in grade with a chance. 

SELECTIONS 

HARVEST (2) - HAUTBRION COLMI (9) - FLASH DU BIWETZ (11) - FAUST DE BEYLEV (1) 



          TUESDAY, 05/12/23 

 

C5 - PRIX POLARIS - 2200m (a1 3/8m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 40.000  

 
1. KRYSTAL PALACE - Disqualified in three of last five starts and has yet to win a race. Needs 
to do more to win this race 

2. KING DE L'OUEST - Disqualified on debut but did show good improvement after that. Returns 
from a break but could earn some money 

3. KELMEC - Disqualified in his penultimate start but has bene good in his other three starts 
winning twice. Clearly not out of it 

4. KENNEDY FRANCE - Picked up a win over this short distance in May but has struggled a bit 
since then. Needs to do more to win this race 

5. KANKAN - Won twice earlier this year but has been a bit disappointing of late. Could play a 
minor role 

6. KAPITANO DE LOU - Disqualified in first two starts but has improved since then and pulled off 
a hat-trick of wins. Deserves respect again 

7. KAISER DES GRANGES - Has not won yet after 15 starts. Fourth at this course last time out 
and is capable of contesting the finish 

8. KING IMPERIAL - Unreliable since winning in March but has been runner-up twice in last three 
starts and has a winning chance 

9. KADEO JOSSELYN - Has major disqualification issues and has yet to win at this course but 
he has won twice this year and could score if smart 

10. KIWI CHARENTAIS - In good form of late and was runner-up at this course last time out. 
Drop in distance should not be a problem and has a winning chance 

11. KALYPSO DE THIERRE - Won his first three starts nicely but fluffed his lines when returning 
from a break. Capable of an upset if smart 

12. KLIF DU DEZERT - Only win was in May. Had some fair form after that but has lost his way 
of late. Others are preferred 

13. KASH DE TAGOR - Does not always show his best form but was not disgraced when fifth at 
this course last time out. Place chance 

14. KAISER CHANCE - Unreliable and has been disqualified four times in the nine starts but has 
also won twice and is clearly not out of it if smart 

15. KOZIELLO DE LOU - Won over a similar distance in April. Has been unreliable since then 
but is capable of contesting the finish 

Summary : KADEO JOSSELYN (9) is a tricky customer but has won twice this year and is 
capable of winning an open race. KIWI CHARENTAIS (10) is in good form of late and it is only a 
question of the shorter distance. KELMEC (3) has shown ability winning twice in just four starts 
and could be a threat. KOZIELLO DE LOU (15) is unreliable but is one of many more in this race 
with a winning chance. 

SELECTIONS 



          TUESDAY, 05/12/23 

 

KADEO JOSSELYN (9) - KIWI CHARENTAIS (10) - KELMEC (3) - KOZIELLO DE LOU (15) 



          TUESDAY, 05/12/23 

 

C6 - PRIX DE COURSEULLES - 2850m (a1 3/4m) - Class - Mounted - EUR € 

36.000  

 
1. INFLUENCE - Battling to regain winning form and has disqualification issues. Third in a 
Mounted race in penultimate start. Might place 

2. IRIS LORILLIERE - Has lost her way of late and was disqualified in a Mounted race last time 
out. Best watched this time 

3. ISLENA - On a very long losing streak and has been disqualified in last two starts. Capable of 
doing better and has a winning chance 

4. ICONE DE L'ETRE - On a long losing run since only win. In fair form of late but has been 
disqualified in last two Mounted races. Others are preferred 

5. ISIS TUILERIE - In good form of late and is distance. Looks quite capable of earning some 
more money 

6. IBISSA PRIOR - Holding form well and was not disgraced at tis course in penultimate start. 
Has a winning chance 

7. ISBA DU VIVIER - Won two Mounted races last year but has struggled this year and needs to 
find a few lengths to win this race 

8. IDOLE HAUFOR - On a long losing streak but has been fair of late. Runner-up in a Mounted 
race earlier this year and has a winning chance 

9. IRELAND TEAM - On a long losing streak and has been disqualified in four of last seven 
starts. Best watched this time 

10. INOUIE DOMPIERRE - Unreliable and has major disqualification issues but is fair form of late 
and is capable of contesting the finish 

11. IAROSLAVA - Remains barefoot. Sixth at this course last time out but is better over this 
distance and should make a bold bid 

Summary : IAROSLAVA (11) was only sixth at this course last time out but is much better this 
longer distance and could bounce back to win. ISLENA (3) is capable of better than what she has 
been showing recently and is not out of it. IDOLE HAUFOR (8) was runner-up earlier this year in 
this discipline and could win if finding that form. IBISSA PRIOR (6) is holding form and should be 
right there at the finish once again. 

SELECTIONS 

IAROSLAVA (11) - ISLENA (3) - IDOLE HAUFOR (8) - IBISSA PRIOR (6) 



          TUESDAY, 05/12/23 

 

C7 - PRIX D'ALES - 2200m (a1 3/8m) - Class - Mounted - EUR € 35.000  

 
1. KAISER FROMENTRO - Has yet to win a race and he has been disqualified in four of eight 
starts so far. Best watched this time 

2. KAHYASI - Yet to win a race and was well beaten last time out at this course. Needs major 
improvement to win this race 

3. KING DE PLAY - Unreliable but did win his penultimate start. First time in a Mounted race and 
is capable of an upset 

4. KARL LEWIS - Disappointing last two runs but was runner-up when trying a Mounted race in 
July and can go one better this time 

5. KEEGAN DE PARNIERE - Disqualified last time out. Was only seventh before that but did win 
a Mounted race in July. Probably best watched this time 

6. KSAR DU CORTA - Disqualified in four of his seven starts so far and has yet to try a Mounted 
race but is clearly not out of it 

7. KRACKSMAN - Yet to win a race but was runner-up at this course over a similar distance 
earlier this year and has a winning chance 

8. KAIROUAN GLAM - Has major disqualifications and was disqualified at this course last time 
out. Was in good form before that and can bounce back to score 

9. KATANGO - In good form and was third over this track and trip last time out. Should fight out 
the finish once again 

10. KHEOPS DU PERSIL - Disappointing last two starts. Won a Mounted race in September and 
could play a minor role 

11. KA FACTOR - Showed good improvement when scoring last time out at this track. Drop in 
distance should not be a problem. Can follow up 

12. KID DE GRATTIERES - Has yet to win after 17 starts. Only fair of late and needs to do more 
to beat these rivals 

Summary : KA FACTOR (11) may have overcome the disqualification issues and won well last 
time out. He can follow up. KAIROUAN GLAM (8) has major disqualification issues but is quite 
capable of winning this if smart. KSAR DU CORTA (6) is another that can easily lose his stride 
but a switch to a mounted race could pay off. KRACKSMAN (7) has run well over this course and 
distance earlier this year and is not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

KA FACTOR (11) - KAIROUAN GLAM (8) - KSAR DU CORTA (6) - KRACKSMAN (7) 



          TUESDAY, 05/12/23 

 

C8 - PRIX FERONIA - 2850m (a1 3/4m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 12.000  

 
1. HUGOLINO - Disqualified last time out and is srtuggling to regain best form. Others are much 
preferred 

2. HIGHEST WIND - Remains unshod. Has lost the way of late but won four times earlier this 
year and is capable of an upset 

3. FORYOU DE LA MOIRE - More than a year since last win and was only modest in last two 
starts but is barefoot this time. Place chance 

4. HIBERNATO - Very consistent of late but has not won this year. Quite capable of fighting out 
the finish again 

5. GALERIEN DE BOUERE - Won twice in September but has only been fair since then. Capable 
of playing a minor role 

6. GHOST RIDER PAJJ - Remains barefoot. On a long losing streak and has been battling of 
late. Might play a minor role 

7. HAKIRI PURPLE - Remains barefoot. Has won three times this year including over this 
distance last time out. Can contest the finish again 

8. GALAXY DE CASTELLE - Unreliable and has not won for some time. Does pop up in a place 
every now and then. Might play a minor role 

9. HIT RIVER - Disappointed twice at this course earlier this year but is in very good form at the 
moment. Barefoot and can score 

10. HATALANTE DE FLO - Remains barefoot. Runner-up last time out and has won twice in last 
four starts. Has a winning chance 

11. GIANA DE CAZOULENE - On a very long losing run but was runner-up last time out and is 
barefoot this time. Best over a shorter distance but can earn some money 

12. HENZO DE MOUTIERS - Well tried this year and did win in January. Unreliable since then 
but was runner-up in penultimate start. Place chance 

13. FOR NO ONE - Well tried this year without winning. Has really struggled of late and needs 
major improvement to win this race 

14. HAPPY DJOB - Did win at this course earlier this year but was barefoot then and is not 
barefoot this time. Others are preferred 

15. HOLD THE LINE - In fair form of late and has won twice this year. Those were Mounted 
races and does prefer that discipline 

16. FAUST LUDOIS - Remains unshod. Unreliable but has won twice this year and is capable of 
earning some minor money 

Summary : HIT RIVER (9) has only been modest at this course this year but is in really good 
form at the moment and gets the vote to score. HAKIRI PURPLE (7) won well over this distance 
last time out and is capable of following up. HATALANTE DE FLO (10) is in very good form at 
present and should be a lively danger. HIBERNATO (4) usually runs well without winning and can 
contest the finish again. 



          TUESDAY, 05/12/23 

 

SELECTIONS 

HIT RIVER (9) - HAKIRI PURPLE (7) - HATALANTE DE FLO (10) - HIBERNATO (4) 

 


